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An easy way to add more value to your commercial property is to install window film with the 

help of a professional commercial window film installer.

Commercial window film is a cost-effective way to add value to a commercial property, thanks 

to the many benefits it can provide, and working with a professional installer for window film 

installation offers certain advantages that can help make the process even easier.

Here’s a look into how commercial window film installers can help you add more value to a 

commercial property.

They give you access to various value-adding window film types

Window film has come a long way from being just tinting for glass surfaces. They now come in 

different types that provide commercial spaces with numerous benefits, such as heat 

reduction, UV blocking, security, and privacy.

Climate control and security are two factors many buyers look for in a commercial building, so 

installing window film that can provide benefits like this, can add more value to the property 

and make it more attractive to potential buyers.

Commercial window film installers offer different kinds of window film, so when you work with 

them, you’ll have access to an entire selection of value-adding window film solutions such as:

�  Solar window film for filtering sunlight and controlling indoor heat build-up

�  Security window film for reinforcing windows and preventing break-ins

�  Privacy window film for meeting a building’s privacy requirement 

In addition to installers offering a wide range of window film, they always ensure they are of 

high quality. They source their window film solutions from industry-leading manufacturers; the 

exceptional quality of these window films can add even more value to your property.

The commercial property market is very competitive, 
so if you’re a property owner looking to sell a 
commercial building, you’ll need to make it stand out 
from the competition.
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They can suggest aesthetic and security solutions

Aesthetics and security play a big role in a commercial property’s value and many buyers 

tend to look for a commercial property that’s not just eye-catching, but also promises safety 

for its occupants.

Window film installers have worked with many commercial clients in the past, so they can 

give valuable insights into what kinds of window film can add value by enhancing a 

commercial building’s security and aesthetics.

They’re up-to-date with current interior decoration trends and they know how window film 

can be used to meet these styles and make a building more attractive to buyers. They may 

even offer various decorative window film patterns to suit different types of businesses.

Also, when it comes to security, professional installers are aware of which areas of a 

commercial building would need security window film installed to maximize security for its 

occupants.

They can help you meet building codes

Every building must meet the International Building Code, and there’s a section of the code 

that focuses mainly on safety glazing regulations. If a building’s glass surfaces fail to meet 

these standards, it won’t be able to meet the building code.

A commercial building that already meets building code compliance standards will be very 

attractive to potential buyers. Meeting these codes would usually require replacing the glass 

on the property, but installing window film solutions through a window film installer instead 

will be a cheaper and more effective alternative.

Window film installers are well-versed in building codes and can help your property achieve 

building code compliance through their window film solutions.
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How to find the right commercial window film installer

The perfect commercial window film installer can do wonders for a building; they can 

improve its climate control capabilities, enhance its look, and add value to it, making it more 

attractive to potential buyers.

The right window film installer is one who has been in the business for a long time and offers 

comprehensive warranties that promise high-quality service and products.

Also, the right installer would communicate well with you while showing a genuine interest in 

helping you add value to your commercial property.

Speak with an experienced window film installer today to see how you can add value to the 

commercial property you’re selling.
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potential buyers.


